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Overview 
 

About.   

We design and manufacture the future of vertical transportation, that uses vacuum forces to lift the 

elevator cabin in an airtight elevator shaft. Combined with sleek design, unparalleled comfort and 

quality workmanship, Blissera delivers the safest, the fastest, the most compact, truly panoramic, 

whispering quiet, eco-friendly and energy-efficient elevator system (patents pending). 

Technology.  From the very beginning we decided to abandon traditional solutions that come with 

bulky elements, like concrete shaft, guiding rails, lifting cables, counterweights, pneumatic pins, 

gears, heavy metal structures and noisy mechanisms, i.e. – got rid of everything that does not relate 

to the meaning of “comfort”. Then, we decided to abandon parts that require lubrication, like rails 

and sliding guides, also harmful oils and fumes that should not be present in peoples living. As a 

result, we have developed a solution that is free of the abovementioned glut.  

 

It’s a game changer  

• no rails 

• no guides 

• no cables 

• no ropes 

• no belts 

• no chains 

• no push pins 

• no gears 

• no pulleys 

• no counterweights 

• no metal skeleton 

• no concrete shaft 

• no strings attached 

 

 

Patents Pending 

Machine Room 
vacuum compressor 
electronics controls 

Airtight Hoistway 
vacuum chamber 

for cabin’s vacuum lift 

Wireless Cabin 
hovers in the hoistway 
suspended by vacuum 

Foundation 
Emergency brakes 

suspension control 
anti-earthquake pins 
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The main building blocks of Blissera Elevators are constructive tempered glass and aviation 

aluminum. Similar to science fictions movies, where translucent capsules are hanging in the air with 

people inside, our elevator cars are smoothly gliding up and down a glass-made elevator shaft, 

supported by vacuum forces. The elevator hoistway (shaft) – is an airtight vacuum chamber with 

elevator cabin acting similar to a piston in a syringe. When a vacuum compressor sucks the air from 

the top of hoistway, the air pressure above the cabin decreases, while the air pressure below the 

cabin remains atmospheric. This air pressure difference above a critical threshold is pushing the 

cabin up, while below this threshold – allows the cabin to descend. Behind this simplicity stands 

precise mechanics that keeps the hoistway doors tightly sealed and the hoistway internal surface 

smooth and even for effective vacuum operation, also advanced electronics, that calculates optimal 

amount of vacuum pressure to move the cabin up and down or float the cabin at the required level.  

Design.  When it comes to installing a furniture or an appliance in your home, design should be one 

of the most important factors to consider. We have designed an elegant and ergonomically friendly 

solution that can fit into almost any interior, creating luxury and comfort for your living.  

The hoistway and cabin of our elevators are made of clear tempered glass and can fit nicely into 

almost any interior, bringing more light and openness into your environment. Design elements like 

glass walls of the elevator shaft and the cabin, touchless buttons behind the glass, ventilated and 

illuminated cabin with hidden light fixtures, small footprint of the elevator and many other features – 

all meant to achieve high standards in luxury and comfort.  

Despite the fact, that all components of the construction of both the Hoistway and the Cabin are 

fastened together with bolts and nuts, yet there are no bolts, screws, nuts or other fasteners visible 

in the system, whether observing from inside or outside of the elevator – thanks to our signature 

“spotless” design technique, as part of our sleek look and feel. 

Whispering Quiet. No gears, no sliding rails, no chuckling noise of chains and moving metal parts – 

just the whisper of the air during the elevator motion. Hard to imagine any quieter. 

Glass-made design adds light Nicely fits virtually into any interior, 

and brightness into the interior Occupies 3-5 times smaller footprint 

Quality. Our products are made with best-in-class components from best-in-class vendors: main 

motor and electronics control are made in USA, vacuum compressors are made in Germany and 

invertor technology is made in Japan. Structural elements of Blissera Elevators come with lifetime 

warranty, while small mechanics, electronics and wearables are covered under the maintenance 

contract. In addition, each Blissera Elevator is equipped with automated monitoring system, that 

constantly monitors and automatically communicates the results of self-diagnostics to the technical 
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team, so we would know if a part needed a replacement or a maintenance before it approaches its 

end of life, and our technical team would be on its way to fix things before you know it.  

Safety. Your safety – is our topmost priority. We have eliminated the risks of breaking lifting ropes and 

cables by eliminating ropes and cables entirely. The elevator car is “hanging” in the vacuum chamber of 

the hoistway and is suspended by atmospheric pressure and precise machinery.  

During power outage the cabin will stay docked to a floor if it was docked before the outage, or will 

slowly descent to the ground floor, if it was in a motion at the time of outage. Equipped with back-up 

rechargeable batteries, the doors will automatically operate even in case of a power outage.  

The hoistway is made of thick, tempered glass built with multifold margin of safety. Combined with 

stainless steel foundation and aviation aluminum building blocks, this makes our elevator models 

very robust and sturdy. Silicon resin seals between glass panels and aluminum frames allow the 

whole construction to be flexible and resistant to 

shock waves and moderate earthquakes, while 

earthquake-resistant pins make Blissera elevators 

being able to withstand even strong earthquakes, 

rendering them practically unbreakable.  

In an extreme case of vacuum failure (break of 

compressor impeller, hypothetical destruction of a 

portion of the shaft), our elevators are equipped 

with safety features and emergency brakes that 

will deploy automatically and suspend the cabin in 

mid-motion, thus keeping its passengers safe.  

Docking mechanism and emergency brakes with 

double and triple redundancy, extra suspension 

control and robust mechanical construction – 

ensures achieving unparalleled safety of Blissera 

Elevators. Most of the safety features below are 

standard on every Blissera Elevator model: 

• Fall-proof – implemented with multiple redundancy schema and is 100% fall-proof 

o vacuum seal redundancy – main and secondary vacuum seals of the Cabin 

o emergency brakes redundancy – main and secondary reusable emergency brakes 

o emergency brakes deployment redundancy - electronic and mechanical activation 

o electro-mechanical suspension, smoothly slowing down the Cabin to a full stop 

• Shatterproof – reinforced glass, withstands sledgehammer blow, bulletproof  

• Shockproof – rests on earthquake-resistant pins, withstanding shakes and shocks 

• Fireproof – fireproof materials, thermo-insulated cabin, immediate fire-bunker 

• Child-safe – injury-proof, child-proof, tamper-proof 

• Accident-proof – door lock mechanism, prevents accidental exposing open shaft 

• Trap-proof – power outage friendly, completes ride and opens doors 

• ADA compliant – accommodates full-size wheelchair, voice control enabled 

• Anti-septic – incorporates HEPA filters for air purification and UV lights for air decontamination 

• Eco-friendly – no hazardous chemicals, all recyclable materials 

• 24/7 monitoring – automated self-diagnostics and 24/7 connected tech support  

Space Efficient.  The footprint of the elevator hoistway occupies truly little space – it extends beyond 

the elevator cabin only for about an inch, allowing the whole construction to occupy about 3-5 times 

smaller footprint vs other solutions that extend beyond the cabin over 1m extra on the sides and 

back. For example, a 1x1.3m footprint of Blissera Elevators hoistway is sufficient to conveniently 

transport 4 people together, while other solutions with the same usable cabin space will occupy 4-5 

sq.m and more of floor space.  

Suitable for public places, like hotels, trade centers, airports 
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Wide openings of the double doors allow easily transporting people on wheelchairs, making Blissera 

Elevators a necessary appliance in vertical living for disabled and those with a mobility challenge. 

Our “machine room” is a compact compartment located on top of the shaft. Optionally it may be 

installed remotely, say in attic, thus easily retrofitting into any interior. 

Smooth.  We stand strong behind the comfort of our elevator products. With years in development of 

gearless and quiet vacuum technology, precise mechanics, and smart electronics, we have 

achieved an unmatched smoothness of the elevator ride ever. Series of sensors and complex 

electronics calculate precise amount of vacuum force and, depending on the actual load, apply the 

right amount and intensity of pressure needed, to smoothly set the elevator car into motion.  

As a matter of fact, we developed a special score for smoothness, which is being measured in a 

number of champaign glasses stacked atop each other without falling during take-off, motion and 

arrival. Our models are rated at 7-star stacked-up champaign glass test. 

Pathogen Repellant.  Keeping people safe from an exposure to potentially harmful viruses and 

bacteria, especially at the time of pandemic and COVID-19, our elevators can be equipped with 

optional HEPA filters for air purification and hidden UV lights for air decontamination.  

Additionally, the cabin can incorporate touchless control panel, located behind the cabin glass wall, 

equipped with sensor buttons and antiseptic cabin glass surface – for tighter pathogen control. 

Eco-Friendly.  We are committed to your safety and health impact of your living. The absence of 

gears and hydraulics in our elevators eliminates the need for lubrication and hydraulic fluids that 

contain cancer agents and are harmful to your health. That is why existing commercial solutions 

always employ a well-ventilated shaft, usually outside of your living area – to keep the harmful 

lubrication chemicals away from you. Bringing an elevator inside your home – changes the rules of 

the game. Blissera Elevators don’t use rails, guides, or lubricating oils, thus, exhibiting a clean 

environment inside your home, free of unwanted fumes and harmful chemicals. 

Low-Power.  Due to absence of mechanical moving parts, the energy consumption of Blissera 

Elevators is less compared to conventional models. The reason behind this phenomenon is that 

conventional models waste significant amount of energy to overcome friction in gear mechanisms 

and sliding rails, nulling out the benefits of counterweights. Blissera elevator car itself is lightweight, 

the surface of vacuum seal has negligible friction, adding up to the overall efficiency. For example, 

intensive usage of 20 elevations and descents daily in a 3-floor space uses less electricity than your 

refrigerator. 

Cost-Effective.  Most elevator products, when quoting the price of an elevator, often exclude few 

items, that do not directly belong to the elevator, but practically, are part of the elevator solution. For 

example, elevator concrete shaft is considered to be part of the construction and not the elevator 

itself. In fact, it is part of the construction and, its price is included in the price of construction works 

and materials. 

Unlike those traditional price quoting “conventions”, when quoting a price of its products, Blissera 

always includes the price of the elevator shaft as part of the elevator price quote and the electrical 

cabling and foundation works - as part of the elevator installation price quote. Even with all these 

extra and seemingly expensive items on the pricelist, Blissera Elevators™ are still far more affordable 

compared to other “conventional” solutions on the market. 

We are confident that we can handle all your personal vertical transportation needs in the most cost-

effective way and are eager to prove to you that our products are the best choice in the private 

housing and low-rise buildings market. Blissera Elevators can be installed in your home quickly and 

easily at any point during the construction, remodeling, or even later – retrofitting into the interior of 

your home. Considering high quality, reliability, ergonomic design and low cost of Blissera Elevators, 

they are an effective solution and preferred choice for your vertical transportation needs. 
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Commercial Products  
Blissera introduces range of commercial grade elevators and solutions suited for different styles, 

needs and preferences. It also comes with optional accessories adding to the comfort of your living. 

Elbrus series 
Elbrus series — introducing a cost-effective solution for your vertical 

transportation needs. If you have a tight space for the elevator in your 

home, your maximum lifting weight requirements are low and you 

have limited budget, then Elbrus series is right for you. 

General 

∙ Maximum rated load – 450lb (200kg) or two people 

∙ Rated speed – 12”/s (300 mm/s) 

∙ Maximum hoistway height – 27’ 10” (8,5 m) 

∙ Number of stops – 2  

∙ Minimum floor height – 96” (2,450 mm) 

∙ Elevator door – single leaf, manual operation  

∙ Power supply – 1-phase 230VAC/15A/50Hz (115VAC/30A/60Hz) 

∙ Main engine – 3.3 HP (2.5KW) single phase, variable speed motor 

∙ Vacuum compressor – 55 mbar, 300 cfm (11 m3/min) 

∙ Noise level – 56 dB (measured at 10 feet (3m) from the MR) 

Hoistway 

∙ Hoistway size, body footprint – 28” x 36” (710 mm x 910 mm) 

∙ Hoistway size, belt level – 36” x 41” (920 mm x 1040 mm) 

∙ Hoistway material – 12 mm clear tempered glass 

∙ Pit depth – 9.5” (241 mm) for suspension and Cabin floor 

∙ Overhead – 19.2” (488 mm) for engine room 

Cabin 

∙ Cabin footprint – 24” x 34” (610 mm x 860 mm) 

∙ Cabin height – 7’ 2” (2,200 mm) 

∙ Wheelchair access – N/A  

∙ Double side entry – N/A, same side entry only 

∙ Cabin floor – rubber mat  

∙ Cabin lights – yes, automatic control  

∙ Cabin fan – yes, automatic control  

Controls 

∙ Main control – PLC with digital signal processor  

∙ Auxiliary control – Inverter for motor control with PLC interface 

∙ Cabin control – position/call/diagnostic display and call buttons 

∙ Floor-level control – call button and call display on each floor 

∙ Emergency stop switch – in the cabin 

Options, upgrades 

∙ Cabin floor – custom designed (hardwood, tile, carpet, mat) 

∙ Cabin handrails – brushed, antique, satin, nickel 

∙ Cabin phone – fits into the control panel 

∙ Antiseptic package (HEPA filters, UVC lights) 

∙ Material upgrade: Pyrex glass (firesafe), Laminated glass (bulletproof) 

∙ Glass finish: transparent, matte, tinted, colored 

∙ Remote engine room – reduces overhead clearance 

∙ Speed options: Standard 

∙ Dual motor option: N/A  
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Kilimanjaro series 
Kilimanjaro series — Introducing an upscale, luxurious solution for your 

personal vertical transportation needs. If you have higher demand for 

lifting weight or you need a wheelchair support, or you have high demands 

on comfort, then Kilimanjaro series is the right solution for you. 

General 

∙ Maximum rated load – 900lb (400kg) or 4 people 

∙ Rated speed – 20”/s (500 mm/s) 

∙ Maximum hoistway height – 65’ 8” (20 m) 

∙ Maximum number of stops – 5  

∙ Minimum floor height – 100” (2,550 mm) 

∙ Elevator door – double, automatic operation  

∙ Power supply – 3-phase 380VAC/20A/50Hz (400VAC/20A/60Hz) 

∙ Main engine – 7.5 HP (5KW) 3 phase, variable speed motor 

∙ Vacuum compressor – 65 mbar, 950 cfm (35 m3/min) 

∙ Noise level – 58 dB (measured at 10 feet (3m) from the MR) 

Hoistway 

∙ Hoistway size, body footprint – 36” x 52” (910 mm x 1330 mm) 

∙ Hoistway size, belt level – 44” x 58” (1120 mm x 1480 mm) 

∙ Hoistway material – 15 mm clear tempered glass 

∙ Pit depth – 9.5” (241 mm) for suspension and Cabin floor 

∙ Overhead – 19.2” (488 mm) for engine room 

Cabin 

∙ Cabin footprint – 32” x 50” (816 mm x 1,260 mm) 

∙ Cabin height – 7’ 6” (2,300 mm) 

∙ Wheelchair access – yes, ADA compliant  

∙ Cabin door – double, automatic operation 

∙ Cabin floor – rubber mat, carpet  

∙ Cabin lights – yes, automatic control  

∙ Cabin fan – yes, automatic control  

Controls  

∙ Main control – PLC with digital signal processor  

∙ Auxiliary control – Inverter for motor control with PLC interface 

∙ Cabin control – position/call/diagnostic display and call buttons 

∙ Floor-level control – call button and call display on each floor 

∙ Emergency stop switch – in the cabin 

Options, upgrades 

∙ Additional cabin door – opposite side entry for dual entry operation 

∙ Dual entry Hoistway (opposite side entry) enabled 

∙ Cabin floor – custom designed (hardwood, tile, carpet, mat) 

∙ Cabin handrails – brushed, antique, satin, nickel 

∙ Cabin phone – fits into the control panel 

∙ Antiseptic package (HEPA filter, UVC air treatment) 

∙ Voice control 

∙ Material upgrade: Pyrex glass (firesafe), Laminated glass (bulletproof)  

∙ Glass finish: transparent, matte, tinted, colored 

∙ Remote engine room – reduces overhead clearance 

∙ Speed options: Standard (20”/s), Express (30”/s), Turbo (40"/s) 

∙ Dual motor: second motor-compressor unit is used as a backup 

unit, also for Express and Turbo speed options implementation  
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Everest series 

Everest series — Introducing the top model in a series of upscale solutions 

for your spacious home or a public place for vertical transportation, 

accommodating heavy workload.  

General 

∙ Maximum rated load – 3000lb (1350kg) or 14 people 

∙ Rated speed – 40”/s (1000 mm/s) 

∙ Maximum travel – 349’6” (106,5 m) 

∙ Maximum number of stops – 30  

∙ Minimum floor height – 118” (3,000 mm) 

∙ Elevator door – double, sliding, automatic operation  

∙ Power supply – 3-phase 380VAC/150A/50Hz (400VAC/150A/60Hz) 

∙ Main engine – 35HP (26KW) 3 phase, variable speed motor 

∙ Vacuum compressor – 90 mbar, 15,000 cfm or 525 m3/min 

Hoistway 

∙ Hoistway size, glass level – 79” in diameter (2000 mm) 

∙ Hoistway size, belt level – 87” in diameter (2220 mm) 

∙ Hoistway material – 25mm monolith or 32mm triplex tempered glass  

∙ Minimum pit depth – 24” (600 mm) for cabin housing 

∙ Minimum overhead clearance – 48” (1220 mm) for engine room 

Cabin 

∙ Cabin size – 72” in diameter (1830mm) 

∙ Cabin height – 9’ 2” (2,800 mm) 

∙ Wheelchair access – yes  

∙ Cabin door – double, automatic operation 

∙ Cabin handrails – brushed, antique, satin, nickel 

∙ Cabin floor – rubber mat, carpet, vinyl, or tiles 

∙ Cabin lights – yes, automatic control  

∙ Cabin fan – yes, automatic control  

∙ Cabin phone – fits into the control panel 

Controls 

∙ Main control – PLC with digital signal processor  

∙ Auxiliary control – Inverter for motor control with PLC interface 

∙ Cabin control – position/call/diagnostic display and call buttons 

∙ Level control – call button and call display on each level 

∙ Emergency stop switch – in the cabin and at main control box  

Options, upgrades 

∙ Multiple entry – Cabin rotation, aligning Cabin door to a floor entry 

∙ Cabin floor – custom designed (hardwood, tile, carpet, mat) 

∙ Remote engine room – eliminates need for overhead clearance 

∙ Speed options: Standard (40”/s), Express (80”/s), Turbo (120"/s) 

∙ Antiseptic package (HEPA filter, UVC air treatment) 

∙ Voice control 

∙ Material upgrade: Pyrex glass (firesafe), Laminated glass (bulletproof) 

∙ Glass finish: transparent, matte, tinted, colored 

∙ Dual and triple motor options: 2nd and 3rd motor-compressor 

used for Express and Turbo speed options implementations 
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How to Order Blissera Elevators 

Ordering Blissera elevator products today – is a simple 4-step process. This is a limited time offer, 

providing substantial benefits to early customers/users of Blissera Elevators™: 

1. Visit the website www.blissera.com and place an Early Bird order to purchase an Elbrus or Kilimanjaro 

elevator model. Pay 20% down at a discounted price of your customized order ($5K - $20K savings). 

2. Within 6 months from the date of your order we will invite you to our showroom in the Bay Area to get first-

hand experience riding Blissera Elevator and checking out our elevator products. If you are not completely 

satisfied or you change your mind about your order, we will fully refund your downpayment amount to you, 

no questions asked. If you like what you see and your expectations are met or exceeded, we will ask you 

to make additional 30% payment of your order amount, so we can custom-manufacture your order related 

elevator constructive parts. 

3. We will file for all appropriate permits on your behalf to obtain alteration and installation permits. You will 

cover the cost of necessary city and state permit fees and we will administer the paperwork. 

We will also invite a general contractor to implement alterations to your installation site, if any, prior to 

installing a Blissera Elevator model. You will cover the cost of alteration works performed by this 

independent general contractor. Alternatively, you may choose to select your own general contractor to 

perform alteration works per our requirements.   

4. We will install Blissera Elevator in your site free of installation charges (additional $18K - $20K savings). 

You will make the final payment of the remainder of your order balance. Enjoy your vertical ride and a 

lifetime free maintenance of your fantastic Blissera elevator (additional $12K - $20K savings). 

 

 

Enjoy your magical vertical ride 

The Blissera Team. 

 

http://www.blissera.com/

